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Balance is Impossible; Memories Are Better!

“TILT - 7 Solutions To Be A 
Guilt-free Working Mom”

“TILT is truly fun to read, totally relatable and can help working moms today overcome guilt."	

Rachael L. Bodie, Regional Director, Leadership Development, The John Maxwell Company	


“TILT is more than a parenting book. It is a tribute to our journey as women "	

Angela Chee, TV Host, The Zen Mom 	


“TILT is an excellent resource for working moms to build a fun and fulfilling motherhood!"	

Eadaoin Waller, Partner, Anderson, Tate and Carr	


 "Finally, a book for professional women who have a heart for mothering!"	

Bonnie Rich, Assistant Director, Georgia State University College of Law Tax	


Email - marci@marcifair.com       Phone - 678-775-2750 
Mailing Address -1745 N. Brown Rd, Suite 120, Lawrenceville, Georgia 30043 

~ Marci Fair ~~ Tilt ~
Marci Fair has always dreamed of leading a 
life that would positively impact others… !
After graduating from Southern Methodist 
University, Marci Fair pursued a successful 
and fast-paced real estate career in Atlanta, 
Georgia with her husband, all the while being 
a mother to four. They built real estate 
businesses that have been ranked at the top 
in the US.  !
In 2005, Marci fulfilled one of her lifelong 
dreams and started a non-profit for kids in 
need - Kares 4 Kids which has since served 
over 15,000 children. !
Marci’s experience in her professional and 
personal life led her to write TILT to help 
other working mothers understand that there 
is no perfect balance between career and 
home. She teaches parenting tips and 
solutions on how they can TILT instead and 
find happiness and success along their own 
journeys.

Juggling work and family has never seemed 
more possible than in Marci Fair’s parenting 
guide, TILT. It was written out of the difficult 
struggles and unexpected answers that Fair 
has found on her journey through the TILT of 
life, work, and motherhood.  !
A working mother of four children, Fair 
shares her decades of insight in an 
enlightening way that weaves in quotes from 
her children along with 100+ practical, guilt-
free parenting tips for the challenges working 
mothers face. Fair inspires them to 
determine what matters the most for 
themselves and their families, and then to 
focus on what lasts beyond childhood. !
The wisdom of over 80 other working 
mothers also demonstrates how moms can 
grow through their journeys to find happiness 
and success along the way. Balance is 
impossible; Fair teaches us how to TILT 
instead. 
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